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Abstract

The use of mobile computers is gaining popularity. The number of users with laptops and notebooks
is increasing and this trend is likely to continue in the future where the number of mobile clients will
far exceed the number of traditional xed clients. Applications running on mobile clients download
information by periodically connecting to repositories of data. Mobile clients constitute a new and
di erent kind of workload and exhibit di erent access patterns than those seen in traditional client
server systems. Though le systems have been modi ed to handle clients that are capable of downloading
information, updating the information while disconnected, and later reintegrating the updates, databases
have not been redesigned to accommodate mobile clients. Thus, there is a need to support mobile clients
in the context of client server databases.
In this paper, we present a new architecture for database systems which takes mobile environments
into consideration. This architecture allows us to address issues of concurrency control, disconnection,
replica control in mobile databases. We also propose the concept of hoard keys which facilitates
hoarding. We present simulation results that illustrate the performance of an example database system
with both disconnected and traditional clients.

1 Introduction
The use of laptops, notebook computers, and PDAs is increasing, and likely to increase in the future with
more and more applications residing on these mobile systems. Many applications, such as databases, would
need the ability to download information from an information repository and operate on this information
even when the client is \out of range" of the repository, i.e., disconnected. An excellent example of this
scenario is a mobile workforce. In this scenario users would need to access and update information either
from les from their home directories on a server or customer records from a database. The type of access
and the work load generated by such users is signi cantly di erent from the traditional workloads seen in
client server systems of today.
For example, consider a utility company serving customers in the Bay Area that has a large mobile
workforce of repairmen. These repairmen, who have laptops, need access to the corporate databases in
order to access customer records. Based on the work done at the customer site, the repairman would want
to update customer records while being disconnected (i.e., when the corporate database is not accessible).
In this example, the repairman would update the customer complaints database every time a complaint is
resolved. For this purpose, the repairman needs the capability to replicate that part of the database that
relates to the customers in Palo Alto onto her laptop, make changes while disconnected from the database
server, and nally propagate the changes to the database server whenever the server becomes accessible.
An important new feature of this scenario is that the client hoards data and works locally on the data
in a disconnected mode. We call such clients hoard clients as opposed to traditional clients that need the
This research work was supported in part by DARPA under contract number DAAH04-95-1-0596, NSF grant numbers CCR
95-09620, IRIS 95-09816.
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server to operate. The data hoarded by the hoard clients is likely to exhibit some locality of access. In the
above example, a repairman servicing clients in Palo Alto will, typically, access and update only the data
relating to customers in Palo Alto.
In this paper, we focus on those aspects of the database server that need to be redesigned to facilitate
hoarding and reintegration. The model we consider here is a modi ed client-server computing model (Figure 2). As in the traditional client-server model (Figure 1) each client has limited resources as compared to
the server (disk space and computing power). A centralized database server services requests from clients.
Hoard clients are allowed to hoard data on their local disks creating local replicas. When a hoard client is
fully connected, i.e., there exists a high bandwidth physical link between the client and the server, queries
are serviced by the server. When a client disconnects, a local server on the client uses the hoard to service requests. Whenever this client reconnects, local servers reconciles its replica with the servers copy by
reintegrating any local updates. In this paper we use the terms hoard and local replica interchangeably.

1.1 File systems versus Databases
This modi ed client-server model has been used for le systems such as CODA [24], and has been extended
to other applications using Application Speci c Resolvers [17]. The granularity of hoarding in CODA is an
entire le. The client is allowed to hoard a speci ed set of les, e.g., all les in a users home directory.
The client can then disconnect and perform local updates on the les. On reconnecting, all updated les
are reintegrated. If a le submitted for reintegration to the server has a hoard timestamp (the time at
which the hoard client hoarded the le) later than the modi cation timestamp of the le on the server,
the reintegration succeeds and the client copy of the le replaces the server copy. Since the granularity of
hoarding and reintegration is entire les each le is individually guaranteed to be consistent.
To use CODA with databases, all tuples of the relations need to be mapped onto les. There are two
distinct possibilities. Either an entire relation can be mapped onto a single le, or subsets of tuples of a
given relation can be mapped onto separate les. In the rst case, each mobile client would carry the entire
relation on its local disk. This is not desirable since a typical mobile client would not have the resources
(disk space) to hoard large relations. Moreover, most of the hoard data would fall outside the locality of
access for the mobile client. In the second case, transaction atomicity is compromised since the unit of
reintegration would be tuples or arbitrary groups of tuples and not transaction updates. Note that both
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these problems occur with any disconnected system which manages replication on the granularity of les.
Hence, a mechanism is required to handle \slightly" inconsistent data (all updates made while a client is
disconnected lead to inconsistency) while eciently dealing with hoards that could be an order of magnitude
smaller than the size of the relation.

1.2 Replication versus Hoarding
The local hoard on hoard clients is in e ect a local replica of a part of the database. Thus the hoardreintegrate database is a special case of a replicated database. Replicated database systems have already
been studied in some depth in literature [2, 6, 26]. Unfortunately, all these systems assume that there is
a persistent connection between all the replica servers and any disconnection is due to failure. Thus, these
solutions work poorly in a mobile disconnected environment.
We have considered the following options for hoarding:
1. Database on a disconnected replicated le system : These systems su er from the same problems faced
by a database on the CODA le system.
2. Traditional Client-Server Architectures : In these architectures the client relies on the server for all data
processing. Thus, these architectures require a persistent connection, possibly limited in bandwidth,
between the server and the client. This is unacceptable in an environment where disconnection is a
norm.
Even when the client uses an optimistic caching scheme|where updates can be deferred till commit,
and the queries can operate on the local cache|the server must still service read requests from the
client. Furthermore, the server is the only entity in the system capable of committing transactions.
Each commit must be referred back to the server. Moreover, all the schemes in literature ([5, 12])
require signi cant amount of information ow between the server and the client. In a mobile scenario,
such a ow is impossible. Thus, a simple caching scheme is not sucient.
3. Fully Replicated Database System : A fully replicated database system requires that the entire database
be replicated on the \clients" (which would actually be servers in this scenario). As mentioned before,
typical mobile clients do not have the resources to deal with large relations, hence this solution is
limited to small databases. Creating a new replica (hoarding) is a costly operation since the entire
database (or at least a relation) must be replicated. These systems also su er from all the problems
of a traditional distributed database system.
4. Traditional Distributed Database System : In these systems the data can be replicated at the granularity
of fragments. Since the fragments can be made small, this scheme can incorporate mobile clients.
Creation of replicas (hoarding) is a relatively cheap operation. However, mobile clients are forced to
replicate entire fragments. Traditional distributed systems also view network partitions as failures,
and are typically pessimistic in their approach to overall consistency. This is unacceptable in a system
where disconnection is a norm rather an exception.
Even for traditional distributed database systems using optimistic consistency models, all servers replicating the data (or at least a majority of them) must be available for a transaction to commit. This is
impossible in a disconnected mode of operation.
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Thus, we need a database system that satis es the following goals:
1. A full edged relational database should be provided to mobile systems. Transactions should be
supported and ACID properties should be provided to the extent possible. Information about any
violation of these properties should be propagated back to the application.
2. Mobile clients should be not be forced to replicate any xed amount of data; rather these clients should
be allowed to replicate as much data as they see t.
3. Fast hoarding should be supported. For example, a client wishing to replicate a small part of a relation
should not have to wait for the entire relation to be shipped.
4. As far as possible, detection and resolution of update con icts should be application/user transparent.
Obviously, the database system would not have all the semantic information required to perform con ict
resolution. However, con ict detection and some con ict resolution can be performed in context of the
concurrency control model (see section 3.3)
5. Idiosyncrasies of mobile environments should be accounted for. For example, the mobile database
system must account for disconnection and the fact that mobile clients are resource constrained.
We would also like to support \traditional" clients. These clients do not have any concept of replication
of data, and do not understand or operate correctly under weakened ACID guarantees. Therefore we add
the following design goal

 Traditional clients should not be penalized in a system shared by both hoard and traditional clients. In

particular, though hoard clients may not be provided full ACID guarantees, traditional clients should
be provided all the guarantees. Moreover, any reorganization of data should not signi cantly impact
performance of traditional clients.

In this paper, we describe a system that achieves these goals. Our system does not provide all the ACID
guarantees to transactions running on disconnected clients. In particular, our system can guarantee only
local consistency (i.e. consistency on a single replica) to transactions running on the disconnected client and
cannot guarantee durability. We assume that applications/users are aware of this constraint.

1.3 Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes our new
architecture. Section 4 describes our model for fragmentation of relations. A simulation model and discussion
of results is presented in Section 5. Finally, section 6 presents conclusions and discusses new issues resulting
from our approach to server organization for handling mobile clients.

2 Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction, hoarding is a concept that has been successfully applied to le systems.
Examples of such systems are CODA and FICUS [16]. These systems allow clients to update replicas of les
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while disconnected, and reconcile updates on reconnection. CODA uses a single server to reconcile updates,
whereas FICUS uses a peer-to-peer mechanism.
In BAYOU [9], the hoard is replaced by a local copy of an entire data repository. Each server must
maintain such a copy. These copies can then be accessed by other hosts connecting to such a server. All the
servers are assumed to be intermittently connected. BAYOU de nes an update as a triple consisting of a
con ict detection mechanism, a write call, and a con ict resolution handler. Each component of the update
triple must be de ned by the application. A write goes though only if the con ict detection mechanism fails
to detect con icts, otherwise the con ict resolution handler is invoked. Each update made since the last
time when the database was known to be globally consistent is recorded in a log. Whenever two BAYOU
servers connect to each other, all transactions in the log are undone and the logs are combined in timestamp
order. The combined log is used to replay the updates on both hosts and to make the databases mutually
consistent. BAYOU guarantees that in the absence of any fresh updates, the database will ultimately
converge to a consistent state on all servers, as long as the servers do not remain disconnected for ever.
The responsibility of handling con icts between updates is left to the application and the system does not
provide any global concurrency control. Furthermore, the system itself is not a full edged database system,
and can provide only very weak guarantees for applications ([27]).
In the update anytime, anywhere model proposed in [11]. The database here is a collection of replicated
objects with primary copies at certain sites known as object masters. The model distinguishes between
mobile nodes that remain disconnected most of the time, and base nodes, that are always connected. The
objects are replicated on a set of nodes using a two tier replication scheme. One tier exists on the mobile
whereas the other tier is maintained on the base nodes. Each mobile node maintains a master copy of the
database which is the most recent validated copy received from the object master and a tentative copy on
which updates are performed. Each read-write transaction on the mobile node is considered tentative. All
tentative transactions are sent to the base node on reconnection along with a set of acceptance criteria. If
the results of tentative transaction on the master copy satisfy the acceptance criteria, the base transaction
writes the master copy and commits.
None of the above work deals speci cally with server organization of data to accommodate mobile clients.
However, the idea of reorganizing databases for speci c applications is not new. For example, in Multidimensional Online Analytical Processing or MOLAP [7], a at relational database is reorganized into a multidimensional read-only store to support analytical queries involving operators such as min, max and sum.
Each dimension holds the result of applying some operators to the database. Most analytical queries can be
executed eciently on the multidimensional store merely by slicing out one or more of the dimensions.
Our approach di ers from these approaches in that we provide a full edged relational database model,
but we do not require the client to hoard an entire relation or database. Furthermore, con ict detection is
application transparent. The application/user is informed about the presence of con icts and can resolve
them. The system can also be speci cally designed to provide automatic con ict resolution for certain
applications. In a manner analogous to MOLAP, we create a tree like organization of the relations where
nodes are fragments of a relation and the leaf nodes are the physical fragments on disk.
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3 Database Architecture

3.1 Basic model

Our model consists of a centralized database with two types of clients: traditional clients and hoard clients.
Hoard clients are capable of downloading (hoarding) data, operating on the hoarded data and then propagating (reintegrating) updates to the server. Since the clients can independently operate on the hoarded
data, they are capable of operating even when there is no connection to the server. Traditional clients can
not operate on the data on their own and rely on full connectivity to the server for their operation. The
state diagram for a hoard client is given in Figure 3.
A hoard client hoards data from the centralized server in form of horizontal fragments of the relations2.
Thus each client is not required to replicate entire relations, which solves scalability problems. The client
may then disconnect from the server. Applications/users can continue to query and update the fragment on
the client. While connected, the hoard client behaves like traditional clients and is allowed full access to the
database. Thus, a mobile application can browse the database and decide on the data to be downloaded.
Hoarding can be initiated explicitly (say through a begin hoard primitive) or implicitly (data downloaded
during browsing can be treated as the hoard).
Reintegration can be performed using any partition healing algorithm that can work with just two servers
participating. In particular Davidson's partition healing algorithm [8] or CODA like approaches can be used.
In each case the unit of reintegration can either be all updates from the hoard client or updates by individual
transactions from a hoard client.
With the introduction of hoard clients, database servers can expect two distinct workloads. First, the
workload generated by hoard requests from hoard clients. Second, the workload generated by traditional
queries from traditional clients. The workload presented by hoard clients is bursty in nature due to their
mode of operation. For each hoard client, the server rst sees a burst of reads (hoarding) followed by a
period of no activity or little activity (disconnection or weak connection), followed by a burst of validations
and writes (reintegration)3 .
2 note that as long as the primary key for the relation is hoarded for all practical purposes we can treat mixed fragments as
horizontal fragments.
3 Similar bursty behavior is also seen in traditionalclient server systems using optimistic cache validationtechniques. However
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The server is the point of synchronization in our architecture. All updates must nally be propagated
to the server. The server also controls access privileges to various clients. Entire relations are stored on
the server (as opposed to the hoard clients which can store parts of the relation). Physical organization of
the relations on the server is in terms of physical fragments in order to aid fast reintegration and hoarding.
Note that transactions from traditional clients only run on the server. From the server's point of view all
hoarding and reintegration operations are performed at the granularity of fragments (though the clients may
not necessarily hoard/reintegrate entire fragments). This reduces bookkeeping by not requiring the server
to keep track of exactly what was hoarded by each client and improves the scalability of the system.

3.2 Organization of data on the server
As mentioned in the introduction we believe that typical hoard clients demonstrate locality of access. To
capitalize on this fact the relations on the server are horizontally fragmented to optimize hoarding and
reintegration performance. Our simulations (see section 5 and [3]) indicate that this can be done without
signi cantly impacting time to access disk of traditional clients, even though such clients do not demonstrate
any such locality of access. Note that performance of such clients is still a ected by the resources consumed
by hoarding operation. We also assume that clients know a priori what data they might need access to. For
example in our repairman example, the repairmen know the geographic area that they are going to serve.
It is possible to work around this assumption using hoard pro les[16]. Here the client need not explicitly
specify which fragments to download. Instead, the client, say a sales manager on her way to a meeting in
Singapore, can indirectly ask for data, as in, \download everything related to Singapore". The database
system can then use the hoard pro le for Singapore to determine exactly which fragments to download.
Clients would also be able to determine what to hoard by browsing the relations in connected mode.
These physical fragments must be carefully designed to capture the locality of access of \typical" hoard
clients. This needs analysis of the workload o ered by such hoard clients. As our results in [3] indicate,
a well organized relation can lead to an improvement of upto three time in raw i/o performance for hoard
queries, without signi cantly a ecting traditional i/o performance. We present our techniques for fragmenting relations using hoard keys in section 4. In general any well tuned mechanism for fragmentation can be
utilized.
Physical fragments are the unit of hoarding, reintegration, concurrency control and access control in
our model. Each hoard client is required to inform the server about the fragments it intends to utilize for
hoarding data. A client does not need to hoard the entire fragment; however, from the server's point of view
the client hoards entire fragments. It is the server's responsibility to resolve con icts due to overlapping
hoards and to provide some measure of con ict resolution. The server must also control access to each
fragment and maintain a mapping between clients and the fragments they have hoarded.
in these systems the server sees a stream of reads followed by a burst of writes (at commit of each transaction ). Moreover
we expect the bursts to be far larger in a mobile database system than in traditional client-server systems, since the unit of
hoarding can be as large as a fragment, and reintegration involves propagation of updates from a number of transactions. Note
that on each client the workload would follow the traditional clients, however this workload would not be visible to the server.
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3.3 Concurrency Control and Consistency Model
Since we allow disconnected clients to locally update the data sets, our architecture inherently has weak
consistency. Furthermore, di erent clients might try to update the same datum in di erent ways. For
example, consider the utility company database mentioned in the introduction. Consider two repairmen
serving the same geographic area, say Palo Alto. Both repairmen might try to update the same customer's
records in con icting ways. For example if the customer registers the complaint, the rst repairman to visit
the customer might ag the complaint as pending if she can't resolve the complaint. However the second
repairman might visit the same customer, resolve the complaint and mark the same complaint as resolved.
Thus the global database state becomes inconsistent and the server has to deal with con icting updates.
There are two approaches for dealing with consistency problems in the face of imminent disconnection.
The rst approach is pessimistic and requires explicit synchronization before disconnection to maintain
consistency. An example of this approach is the checkin/checkout model [14] where the server simply locks all
the data hoarded by the client. This approach eliminates con icts at the cost requiring too much information
in advance, and reducing availability of the system. The second approach is optimistic and allows con icting
updates on all disconnected hosts and resolves the con icts on reconnection. This approach is dicult to
implement and can potentially su er due to high volume of con icts. However it is attractive since it provides
high availability of the system, which is precisely what we require. Here we describe an optimistic approach
to the consistency problem.
Con ict detetection is implicitlypeformed by doing serializability testing of the reintegrating transactions.
This can be done using Davidson's algorithm, or by using CODA like semantics (e.g. reject a transaction, if
any of the data items that it \touched" were updated after the client hoarded). Fragment level information
can be used to provide fast veri cation. For example, tuple level validation (where the granularity of detecting
con icts is a single tuple) need only be done for a reintegrating client if the fragment was updated after the
client hoarded data. In fact, in low contention fragments, we could dispense with tuple validation altogether,
and reject all transactions from a client if the fragment was updated since it was last hoarded by the client.
Note that we clearly separate the local concurrency control from the global consistency model. Local
concurrency control on the server and the clients can be any standard concurrency control model including
pessimistic 2-phase locking. In fact, the server and the clients need not even be using the same concurrency
control model|rather the clients could be using models better suited to their end users and applications.
Nevertheless the overall global consistency model needs to be optimistic to ensure overall availability of the
database.
To reintegrate data from hoard clients, the server needs to provide con ict detection and resolution
mechanisms. We take the approach that con ict resolution is primarily (but not entirely) the concern
of the application. In particular, the database does roll back any con icting transactions, but does not
automatically replay or otherwise compensate for the such transactions' updates. Information about rolled
back transactions must be propagated back to the application issuing the transaction, if the application so
wishes. On the other hand, con ict detection must be built into the server. In our architecture, the global
consistency model implicitly provides con ict detection.
In our global consistency model, a copy of each data item (which in our case is a tuple) is designated the
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master copy, and all committed transactions that update the data item must commit on this copy. Con icts
are also detected by checking whether or not a transaction can be serialized on this copy. Note that this
must be done for all the data items that are updated by the transaction. If the transaction can be serialized
on the master copies of all the data items updated by it, it is con ict free and can be committed. Otherwise
it is considered con icting and must rolled back along with any transactions that read dirty data from this
transaction. Such transactions can be replayed later at the discretion of the application or the user.
In our model the granularity for management of consistency issues is a physical fragment. Accordingly the
data items are collectively mastered as a data-set in terms of an entire physical fragment. The restriction
is that each data item must belong to exactly one such physical fragment, i.e. each data item must be
mastered exactly once. This implies that the physical fragments for a relation must not overlap. Any
commit on the master physical fragment is considered \ nal" or \globally committed" and can not be rolled
back. Commits on any other copy of physical fragment are considered \locally committed" and can be rolled
back if any con icts arise. Thus, in our architecture any transaction operating on a non-master fragment is
not guaranteed durability. This is similar to the isolation-only transaction model proposed in [19], except
that atomicity is automatically guaranteed by the local server on the client. This is because the local server
guarantees \local" ACID properties on the local replica of the fragment.
If a master physical fragment is on a client rather than a server, then committing transactions on the
server becomes complicated. In particular, if a transaction's updates span physical fragments that are
mastered on di erent machines, then the updates must be propagated and serialized on all machines for the
transaction to globally commit. Furthermore, care must also be taken while creating the master physical
fragments on various machines, since only one machine can have the master physical fragment. In spite
of these problems, support for migrating master replicas is required to support certain applications and
transaction models, such as the checkin/checkout model [14].
Transactions from traditional clients cannot be subjected to rollback since traditional clients will always
assume durability of committed updates. Thus the server must also ensure that a traditional transaction
never commits on a non master copy of the data. There are two ways of ensuring this: 1) Do not allow
traditional transactions to enter local commit state or 2) whenever a traditional transaction attempts to
access non master data, it should be blocked until the master copy becomes available. Unfortunately, both
the approaches reduce e ective availability of the database at the server. This is a compelling reason for
restricting hoard clients from hoarding master copies of fragments for long periods of time.

4 Creating and de ning fragments: Hoard Keys
Since fragments play such a crucial role in our architecture, we also need to provide ecient ways to de ne
and create fragments. Furthermore, we would like to keep the solution as exible as possible, allowing the the
database administrator to re ne/add fragments as and when needed with minimum e ort4 . Furthermore, we
would like to ensure that we do not signi cantly penalize performance of traditional clients. In this section
we describe one such technique for fragmentation.
We assume that all the information needed to determine locality of access s already built into the relations.
4

It might be unacceptable to reorganize a database every time a new access pattern is pinpointed
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In our example of the Bay Area repairmen, the relation has a eld indicating the city of the customer. This
eld can be used to determine locality of access. If such information is not available, additional elds need
to be incorporated to ensure that locality of access can be determined from the extension of the relation. A
hoard key is any such key of the relation that captures access patterns. In particular, it can be any primary
or secondary key of the relation, or a hoard key of another relation referenced by this relation.

4.1 Logical Organization
We rst describe the logical organization of relations in the database. From this we can derive the physical
organization of the relations.
Associated with each hoard key is a set of logical fragments that de ne a partition of the relation. Each
fragment is de ned by a qualifying relation (quali er). The quali ers identify the tuples that belong to the
fragment. These take the form of a predicate involving elds only in the hoard key. The quali ers aggregate
key values into fragments. In the absence of explicit quali ers, each distinct key value in the domain of the
hoard key is mapped onto its own fragment.
As an example, consider the two relations with the following schemas:

CUSTOMER(CNUM, LOCATION, NAME)
Primary Key is CNUM,
Secondary Key is NAME,
Hoard Key is LOCATION.
and

COMPLAINTS(CID, CNUM, DESC)
Primary Key is CID,
Foreign Key is CNUM,
Hoard Key is CUSTOMER.LOCATION.
The quali ers for LOCATION are as follows:
 1: LOCATION = \Palo Alto"
 2: LOCATION = \San Fransisco"
 3: LOCATION = \Menlo Park"
Q

Q

Q

Based on these two relations we can classify hoard keys into three classes by their source:
1. Implicit: Each time a client hoards a fragment, an implicit hoard key gets associated with it. The qualiers associated with the hoard key are: all tuples hoarded by the client and all tuples not hoarded by the
client. e.g. If a client hoards the fragment select * from CUSTOMER where LOCATION=\San
Fransisco" then the quali ers are LOCATION = \San Fransisco" and LOCATION!=\San Fransisco".
The server is not required to explicitly track the data hoarded by the client (though it mus keep track
of which fragments the client hoarded from), but the client itself would be aware of these quali ers.
If the server does keep a track of hoarded data, applications can use implicit hoard keys to query the
fragments hoarded by the clients.
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Figure 4: Sample Logical Fragmentation for CUSTOMER and COMPLAINT
Implicit hoard keys provide a way to integrate our model with other models where clients are allowed
to hoard part of the relations, but where the hoard key concept does not exist.
2. Internal: Internal hoard keys are keys of the relation. These keys can be any primary of secondary key
of the relation. As mentioned before, if sucient information is not available to determine locality of
access, the database designer must incorporate additional elds in the schema that capture the locality
of access. However, we believe that sucient information will always be available within any database.
The quali ers for the hoard keys can be explicitly speci ed by the database designer. The logical
fragments themselves can be instantiated using a group of select statements on the entire relation. For
example, if the quali ers for the relation are
= 1    , these fragments take the form select *
from where ( = 1    ).
In the above example (Figure 4), the quali ers on LOCATION partition the CUSTOMER relation
into three fragments (assuming that LOCATION can have only one of the three values). Thus, each
tuple with LOCATION = \Palo Alto" would be in the fragment associated with 1, etc.
3. External or Foreign: External or Foreign hoard keys of a relation are internal hoard keys of a
relation whose primary key is a foreign key of 5. The quali ers for the hoard key in are the
same as those in . The relation is logically fragmented to mirror 's distribution in such that
if a key value in the domain of appears in a fragment corresponding to (for some ) in then
it appears in the corresponding fragment in . The logical fragments may be speci ed using nested
select statements as in select * from where in (select from where ). A relation
may have multiple foreign keys and thus potentially have more than one set of external hoard keys. It
is upto the database designer/administrator to decide which of these keys to use. In our example (see
gure 4), a customer with LOCATION = \Palo Alto" would have her complaint mapped into the
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The primary key requirement can be weakened further, if it can be guaranteed that each key value of the common key in

R is in precisely one logical fragment de ned by each hoard key
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\Palo Alto" logical fragment of COMPLAINT.
External hoard keys provide the designer with a uniform way of identifying locality of access. In our
example, COMPLAINT does not have any intrinsic information for identifying locality of access.
However, by using external hoard keys, the designer can identify and/or predict access patterns on the
COMPLAINT relation.
The de nition of external hoard keys can be extended to shared hoard keys. If both relations and
share a hoard key , then the quali ers de ned for in can be inherited by . The select statement
now becomes select * from where in (select from where )6. For example, Suppose
COMPLAINT had a LOCATION eld. Then it suces to specify quali ers for CUSTOMER
and declare LOCATION to be an external shared hoard key for COMPLAINT.
R

H

H

0

R

H

R

H

R

R

R

0

0

Qi

4.2 Physical Organization
Logical fragments merely represent partitions of relations in a database. If a relation has more than one
hoard key, it would be partitioned in di erent ways by each hoard key, and the logical fragments from
di erent hoard keys would overlap (though logical fragments from the same hoard key can not). Therefore,
in general, these partitions can not directly mapped into disjoint physical fragments.
Whether or not the logical fragments of a particular hoard key a ect the physical organization of a
relation depends on whether the hoard key is a logical hoard key or a physical hoard key. If access to the
logical fragments of a particular hoard key is provided using index data structures speci cally built for each
fragment, but the fragments are not realized on disk, then the hoard key is a logical hoard key. If each
logical fragment of a hoard key is a union of one or more physical fragment of the relation on disk, then the
hoard key is a physical hoard key. Physical hoard keys allow faster access to frequently hoarded data [3] by
clustering data by locality of access. The logical hoard keys provide a way of clustering indices rather than
data and are designed for less frequently hoarded data and for on-the- y extensions to the database. Note
that external hoard keys can be physical or logical in a relation irrespective of their status in the relation
from which they have been inherited (i.e. where they are internal). In our example LOCATION can be a
physical hoard key of CUSTOMER while being a logical external hoard key of COMPLAINT. Implicit
hoard keys are by de nition logical hoard keys.
If the relation has a single physical hoard key, the physical fragments of the relation are also the logical
fragments of this hoard key. If there are multiple physical hoard keys, physical fragments correspond to
intersections of the logical fragments associated with various physical hoard keys. This implies that each
logical fragment of these hoard keys is a union of one or more physical fragments.
Logical hoard keys are useful for a database designer/administrator who wishes to incorporate new access
patterns into an existing database. Since these hoard keys do not a ect the physical organization of relations,
they provide a ecient mechanism for creating new logical fragments. If a new physical hoard key is created
or quali ers for an existing physical hoard are modi ed, the corresponding relation must be reorganized on
disk in a costly operation.
In general, a relation can have multiple hoard keys, some logical and some physical. There are three
6

Note that we can not do this for most secondary keys, because the inheritance might produce overlaps
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Figure 6: Both hoard keys are physical

Figure 5: Both hoard keys are logical

distinct cases: 1) all the hoard keys of a relation are logical; 2) all the hoard keys of a relation are physical;
and 3) some of the hoard keys of the relation are logical and some others are physical. For example, consider
the following schema with two hoard keys, modeled from [6]:

SUPPLY(SNUM,PNUM,DEPTNUM,QUAN)
Foreign Keys SNUM,PNUM and DEPTNUM,
External Hoard Keys are DEPTNUM and PNUM
The domain of DEPTNUM is [0
30] and that of PNUM is [0
quali ers for DEPTNUM are:
 1: DEPTNUM 10
 2: DEPTNUM = 10 V DEPTNUM 20
 3: DEPTNUM = 20
Also let us assume that the quali ers for PNUM are:
 1: PNUM 1000
 2: PNUM = 1000 V PNUM 2000
 3: PNUM = 2000 V PNUM 3000
 4: PNUM = 3000
; : : :;

P

<

P

>

P

>

; : : :;

4000]. Let us assume that the

<

Q

<

Q

>

<

Q

>

<

Q

>

These seven quali ers de ne seven logical fragments. Here the logical fragments de ned by any one
hoard key are disjoint, though logical fragments de ned by di erent hoard keys overlap. For example, a
tuple having DEPTNUM = 9 and PNUM = 2000 would be in both 1 and 3. Such logical fragments
interact depending on whether all hoard keys are physical, logical or a combination of the two.
The three cases are:
P

 Case 1: All the hoard keys are logical hoard keys.

Q

In this case, the tuples in the database are organized by the primary index. For each hoard key, each
logical fragment associated with that hoard key is realized by constructing an separate index for tuples
satisfying the corresponding quali er.
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For example, assume that DEPTNUM and PNUM are both logical hoard keys. This case is illustrated in Figure 5. Here, the tuples in the database with consecutive values of SNUM are stored in a
physically contiguous fashion. For each of the quali ers 's and 's listed above, a index is created on
the corresponding hoard key indexing all tuples satisfying the quali er. For example, for 1 an index
is created on DEPTNUM indexing all tuples satisfying the condition DEPTNUM 10. There are
a total of 7 such indexes, 3 for DEPTNUM and 4 for PNUM .
This scheme can be used when the workload primarily consists of traditional clients with a few hoard
clients. Since the physical organization of the database is unchanged and the number of hoard clients
is small, traditional clients are mostly una ected. The indexes de ned on the logical fragments provide
faster access to hoard clients.
 Case 2: All the hoard keys are physical hoard keys.
The database on disk is physically organized into fragments, each of which contains tuples satisfying
conjuncts of the qualifying relations7. The number of physical fragments is the product of the number
of logical fragments for each hoard key.
For example, consider both DEPTNUM and PNUM as physical hoard keys (see Figure 6). Here the
database is physically fragmented into 12 fragments corresponding to the conjunctions of each of the
's with one of the 's. Here fragment 1 corresponds to PNUM 1000 and DEPTNUM 10,
fragment 2 corresponds to 1000  PNUM 2000 and DEPTNUM 10 and so on. In this case,
each physical fragment also represents an update locality.
This scheme can be used where there are large number of clients hoarding data localized by both
PNUM and DEPTNUM . Also, the database designer can use the quali ers to reduce the size of
each physical fragment to an extent where entire fragments can be hoarded by the hoard client. Thus
the database designer can eliminate indexing on hoard keys. This is because every hoard request by
the client can be satis ed by dumping the entire physical fragment corresponding to the clients update
locality8.
Because the tuples with consecutive primary key values are no longer contiguous a dense index must be
built for the primary key; i.e., an index record would appear for every primary key value in the relation.
Any query accessing tuples by primary key would su er since consecutive key values in the domain of
the primary key may now appear in di erent fragments and would not be physically contiguous.
 Case 3: Some of the hoard keys are physical and some of the hoard keys are logical.
Here, the organization of data is a hybrid of cases 1 and 2. All the physical hoard keys together de ne
the organization of data on disk as in case 2. The logical fragments for all the logical hoard keys are
indexed as in case 1.
For example, consider DEPTNUM as a physical hoard key and PNUM as a logical hoard key as in
Figure 7. The database is physically fragmented for each . In this case there are three fragments
Pi

Qi

P

<

Pi

Qj

F

F

<

<

<

<

Pi

7 Since all the quali ers in the set of quali ers for a given hoard key denote mutually exclusive conditions, the only meaningful
conjuncts have all qualifying relations from di erent sets. For example, a conjunct involving any two of the Pi 's would be a
contradiction. Thus, for the example in this section, the only conjuncts that could specify nonempty sets of tuples are the ones
involving exactly one Pi and one Qj . Another way of saying this is that only the logical fragments associated with di erent
hoard keys can overlap.
8 indexing is still required to support traditional queries
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Figure 7: One of the Hoard Keys is physical
consisting of tuples with DEPTNUM with values in the range [0
9], [11
19] and [20
30]
respectively. Each of the logical fragments for the 's are realized using indexes.
This scheme can be used when most hoard clients access data based on the physical hoard keys
(DEPTNUM ) but there are a few clients that access data by the logical hoard keys (PNUM ). The
indices on logical hoard keys in each fragment can be used to recreate any logical fragment. These
fragments may then be cached by the server to facilitate hoarding.
; : : :;

; : : :;

; : : :;

Qi

Schemes 2 and 3 also provide us with the ability to distribute physical fragments across multiple machines. Thus, each physical fragment could be made autonomous with its own server, in e ect replacing the
centralized server with a distributed database system.
The logical and physical fragments de ned by the hoard keys can be represented by a directed acyclic
graph ( gure 7), whose nodes are the fragments de ned by various hoard keys and the edges are the superset
and overlaps relationships. We call this graph a fragment graph. At the root of the graph is the entire
relation (which by itself is a logical fragment). If the relation does not have physical hoard keys the entire
relation is also the physical fragment ( gure 5). If there are physical hoard keys, the physical fragments are
partitions of the logical fragments de ned by the physical hoard keys. The logical fragments for the hoard
keys appear in between the two.
In general, the server must be prepared to respond to hoard requests on any fragment de ned in the
fragment graph. For example, if a hoard client wishes to hoard an entire relation, the server must support
this operation. Furthermore, the server must manage access control and concurrency control for fragments at
each level of the graph. In practice, it would suce to manage these issues at the level of physical fragments
and to propagate updates and access requests for any logical fragment down to the physical fragments using
the fragment graph.
The graph in gure 7 does not show any intermediate levels of fragments between logical fragments
and physical fragments. However it is conceivable to use a similar graph to support arbitrary unions and
intersections of logical fragments.
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5 The Simulation Model
The primary purpose of our simulation is to measure performance of both hoard and traditional queries
with concurrency control, and also to determine the reintegration performance of mobile transactions (these
are transactions running on a disconnected hoard client) in terms of number of transactions rolled back.
Our simulation model in [3] measures disk access performance without taking into account the e ects of
concurrency control. This simulation demonstrated that raw access performance can be improved by a
factor of 3 for hoard clients, while only marginally impacting traditional clients. The simulation model
presented here additionally incorporates concurrency control.
We have developed a simulation package in the C programming language to simulate our system. Our
simulation model is a multi-cpu multi-disk multi-threaded database system with pessimistic 2-phase locking
on the server. The entire hoard/disconnect/reintegrate cycle is simulated for hoard clients. The simulation
consists of the following components (Figure 8):
1. Traditional Transaction Source. The source of all traditional queries. The inter-arrival times are
negative exponentially distributed.
2. Mobile Client Source generates hoard clients which hoard/disconnect/reintegrate. Again the interarrival times are negative exponentially distributed.
3. Traditional Transaction Manager is responsible for requesting locks, requesting I/O and committing
traditional transactions. Deadlock avoidance is used to prevent deadlocks.
4. Mobile Transaction Manager manages the entire hoard/disconnect/reintegrate cycle for hoard clients.
For each hoard client generated by the Mobile Client Source this module generates hoarding requests,
disconnects the hoard clients and then performs reintegration of individual mobile transactions issued
on this client. The disconnection time is negative exponentially distributed.
5. CPU Resource Manager keeps track of the CPU pool, allocates CPUs and ensures progress by gener16

Parameter
DBSize
PageSize
TuplesPerPage
NumDisks
NumCPU
NumFragments
HoardSize

Description
Value
Number of Pages on Disk
409600
Size of each page
4096 bytes
Number of Tuples in a Page
40
Number of Disks
10
Number of CPUs
10
Number of physical fragments
10 1000
Average Number of Tuples hoarded by a
10000
Hoard client
TraditionalSize
Average Number of Tuples accessed by a
100
traditional transaction
ProbTraditionalHot
Probability that a traditional query is a
08
range querie
ProbTraditionalWrite
Probability that a traditonal i/o request
02
is an update
TraditionalThinkTime Average think time for the traditional 2 seconds
transaction source
HoardThinkTime
Average think time for the hoard client 1 minute
source
HoardDisconnectTime Average amount of time for which a 15 minutes
hoarder disconnects after hoarding
Bu erSize
Number of frames in the bu er pool
1000
AvgMobileTransactions Average number of transactions on the
15
mobile that operate on the hoard
MobileTransactionSize Average size of each mobile transaction
10
ProbMobileWrite
Probability of a mobile request being a
05
write request
:

:

:

Table 1: Parameters used in the simulation model and their values
ating the CPU clock ticks.

6. Concurrency Control and Lock Manager manages locks and also performs global serializability testing
for reintegrating transactions. Locks in our model are page level locks. No assumptions are made about
the number of locks obtained by a transaction on a single page or number of transactions locking a
page. Transactions are allowed to upgrade read locks to write locks on a page if no other transaction
has read locked the page. Global serializability testing is performed using Davidson's algorithm or by
using a fragment level CODA like scheme. In the latter, if any tuple in the fragment is updated after
the client hoarded data, all the transactions being reintegrated from the client are rejected and rolled
back.
7. Bu er Manager manages the bu er cache. We use an LRU page replacement policy.
8. Disk Manager manages the disk pool. Each physical fragment is striped across all the disks.
Each level of the simulation communicates with upper layers using function callbacks. This allows us to
run various parts of the simulation at di erent time granularities. In our simulations CPU manager is
clocked faster than the disks. We have not attempted to explicitly quantify CPU performance. Rather, CPU
performance is implicitly speci ed as the average number of requests the transactions can generate in one
simulation cycle. The actual number of requests is distributed uniformly around this average.
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5.1 Description of the Simulation
Our simulation model models the database as a single relation mapped onto a collection of DBSize pages
of size Pagesize each. Each page holds TuplesPerPage tuples. Other parameters of our model are given in
Table 1.
The traditional transaction source generates traditional transactions by sleeping for a random negative
exponentially distributed amount of time with mean TraditionalThinkTime and then issuing a single traditional transaction. The transaction is \hot" with a probability ProbTraditionalHot (the concept of hot
and cold accesses is de ned in [4]). (A query is \hot" if it accesses a range of tuples. A \cold" query accesses tuples at random.) Both types of queries write to the disk with the probability ProbTraditionalWrite.
Each transaction accesses a random uniformly distributed number of tuples with mean TraditionalSize. The
transactions go from the source to the traditional transaction manager. The manager tries to acquire a CPU
slot for the transaction. If a CPU slot is acquired the transaction manager uses the CPU time to acquire
locks and then dispatch i/o requests to the bu er manager.
The mobile client source generates hoard clients by sleeping for random negative exponentially distributed
time with mean MobileThinkTime and then generating a hoard client. Each hoard client is \hot" in the sense
that it hoards from precisely one physical or logical fragment, any \cold" mobile queries are clubbed with
cold traditional queries. FracHoardLogical of the hoard clients hoard data from a logical fragment de ned by
a logical hoard key. All other hoard clients hoard data from single physical fragments. As for the traditional
clients the mobile client manager rst attempts to acquire a CPU slot for the client. On receiving a slot the
hoard client hoards a random uniformly distributed number of tuples with mean HoardSize from the corresponding physical or logical fragments. The mobile client manager acquires read-shared locks on the tuples
to be hoarded and issues the read requests directly to the disk, e ectively bypassing the bu er manager. Note
that hoarding is a read-only operation. The mobile client manager then disconnects the client for a random
negative exponentially distributed amount of time with mean HoardDisconnectTime. The disconnect operation also frees the CPU slot. When a client reconnects the mobile client manager re-acquires a CPU slot, and
then reintegrates a random uniformly distributed number of transactions (Mean=AvgMobileTransactions),
each of random uniformly distributed size (Mean=MobileTransactionSize). These transactions operate only
on the hoarded data. The transactions write to the hoard with a probability ProbMobileWrite. The mobile
client manager then validates each mobile transaction (using the global serializability testing routine from
the concurrency control module). If the transaction is serializable, the mobile client manager writes all
updated tuples, else the transaction is rolled back. The mobile client manager also takes care of cascaded
rollbacks if any for those mobile transactions that have read dirty data from a rolled back transaction.

5.1.1 Results and Discussion
We conducted a set of simulation experiments to determine various performance measures for a sample
system. Each experiment consisted of 10 runs of 4 simulated hours each. We used a database with a single
relation of size 409600 pages with 40 tuples per page as our sample database. (This implies a database size
of 1.6 GB for a page size of 4096 bytes). Table 1 speci es values for other parameters in our simulation.
The simulation runs fall into two broad classes. In the rst class we varied only the number of physical
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fragments in the system. In the second class of runs, we varied the fraction of the load due traditional clients
on the system to total load on the system (due to both hoard clients and traditional clients). We de ne
load as the average number of I/O requests generated per unit time. Some of the results of the simulation
runs are plotted in Figures 9 through 14. Figure 9 and gure 10 plot the average number of disk accesses
required to fetch a tuple from disk for a traditional transaction. Figures 15 and 16 plot the average amount
of time required for a single hoard client to hoard data. Figures 17 and 18 plot the fraction of reintegrating
transactions that are rolled back. We use this as a measure of reintegration performance. Figures 11 and
12 plot the average time required for traditional transactions to complete. Finally, Figures 13 and 14 plot
the average turnaround time of a single request from a traditional transaction. The graphs labeled varying
fragments have been plotted by varying the number of physical fragments of the relation. Graphs with
varying load have been plotted by varying the fraction of the load due to traditional clients to the total
load on the system.
From the simulation results, we make the following observations.
1. As the number of physical fragments increases, the performance of traditional clients degrades ( gures 9,
11 and 13). This is because consecutive tuples are distributed across fragments. Thus if the number
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2.

3.

4.

5.

of fragments is too large, each tuple leads to a disk access (which is indicate by the sharp drop in the
cache hit ratio in gure 13).
As the ratio of the load o ered by traditional clients to the total load o ered, the performance of
traditional clients improves ( gures 10, 12 and 14). As indicated by at curves in gure 14, the lack
of performance performance at low load ratios is not due to cache misses or extra disk accesses, rather
it is due to the fact that requests spend more time waiting to be completed as the number of hoard
clients goes up (Figure graph-req-vf). Note that each hoard requests generates a big burst of read
requests to the disks, potentially delaying other i/o activity. This delay e ect is clearly demonstrated
by the impact of varying load ratios on average time required for each traditional transaction to
complete ( gure 12). Here the time required is signi cantly lower when there are no hoard clients (i.e.
traditional load/total load=1.0). We expect that this e ect would be even more marked if the hoard
requests do not bypass the bu er manager.
As the number of physical fragments goes up, hoarding performance improves ( gures 15 and 17).
Figure 15 indicates upto 4 times gain in performance. This is due to the clustering e ect of the
fragments. Moreover, reintegration performance ( gure 17) improves if CODA style, fragment level
reintegration is performed. This gain in performance is due to the reduction of the collision crosssection of the reintegrating transactions; which is of the order of an entire physical fragment for CODA
style reintegration.
As the load o ered by traditional clients is increased in comparison to that o ered by hoard clients,
there is a tremendous negative impact on the hoarding performance ( gure 16). However, reintegration
performance (Figure 18) only degrades a little. We think that this is due to the fact that larger
amounts of data requested for hoarding remains locked by traditional transactions as the number of
traditional transactions increases. Due to pessimistic 2-phase locking, the locks are not released till
the transactions commit, thus delaying the hoard transactions. However such locks would not a ect
the number of transactions reintegrating (they would only delay the reintegrating transactions).
As expected, performance of the CODA style reintegration scheme is always worse than tuple level
reintegration (Davidson's algorithm with granularity of con ict detection being a tuple). The CODA
like scheme can never outperform tuple level reintegration since the collision cross section for each
reintegrating transaction that is o ered by the CODA like scheme is always a superset of that offered by tuple level reintegration. However this scheme is practicable if the number of fragments is
large ( gure 17). For example, in our simulation model with a 1000 physical fragments, CODA style
reintegration incurs an additional penalty of only 10% over tuple level reintegration.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The new architecture presented here meets our design goals (Section 1.2). In particular we believe that such
an architecture is a major step towards providing full edged database systems to mobile users. However
this architecture introduces many new research problems and alternatives:
 Performance Tuning: There is a tradeo between the performance of general purpose clients and
hoard clients. This tradeo to be evaluated to produce optimal performance. In particular the designer
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needs to determine what sort of workload can be expected in the system, and decide how many physical
hoard keys to use, how many physical fragments to create, etc.
There is also the problem of specifying the qualifying relations. These quali ers could be a priori
speci ed by the database designer or could be dynamically determined based on the access patterns.
In the latter case, the index data structures and the physical layout of the database might change
dynamically. Thus, ecient schemes for tracing and evaluating database activity and dynamically
reorganizing the database are needed (see [16]). Furthermore, hoard pro les could be generated for all
the users of the database. How exactly to reorganize the database for a given set of hoard pro les is
an open research problem.
If CODA like reintegration at fragment granularity is used (section 3.3), any write to a fragment would
invalidate all clients hoarding from that fragment. To avoid this we could de ne penalty measures for
traditional transactions attempting to write the fragment. For example if a transaction attempts to
be write to a fragment which has been hoarded by a large number of hoard clients, it can be delayed
till sucient number of hoard clients have reintegrated. Penalty measures may also be of use in other
circumstances.
 Consistency and Concurrency Control: In this paper we have provided a very simple consistency
model. More work needs to be directed into this aspect of the architecture. For example, what sort
of information/data structures must be maintained? How can transaction logs be used to extract
sucient information for regaining consistency? There is also a need to nd better ways to reintegrate
our consistency model with local concurrency control models. For example can version vectors or some
form of global timestamps be used for regaining consistency? How does the local concurrency control
model interact with the global consistency model9?
Fragments also provide us with a mechanism to use di erent concurrency control and consistency
models for di erent parts of the database. For example, a server might allow clients to use the
pessimistic checkin/checkout model for low contention fragments, while enforcing shared optimistic
access to others.
As mentioned in section 3.3, it is conceivable to have consistency management at various granularities.
The impact of doing so on reintegration also needs to be evaluated. This is crucial for a database
serving a wide variety of hoard clients with widely varying resources.
 Reintegration: Ecient reintegration is a major concern, especially when large amounts of data needs
to be reintegrated. In our model it might be possible for both the server and the client to make some
decisions to aid reintegration. For example the server might require that the client reintegrate its hoard
within a particular time frame. If a client does not reintegrate its modi cations in this time frame, the
server would reserve the right to reject transactions from the client. Note that this is especially crucial
if the client has the master replica of a hoarded fragment. If the master is not returned to the server
within a contracted period of time, the server can preempt the client and declare its replica to be the
master.
As we saw in the last section, pessimistic 2-phase concurrency control had signi cant e ect on the hoarding transactions.
We believe that optimistic methods will do better.
9
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Even though cheap, high bandwidth links are not always available, low bandwidth, ubiquitous, albeit
more expensive, links such as a cellular have higher availability. These links can be used to perform
limited synchronization between the client and the server, such as locking, tuple invalidation and trickle
reintegration to reintegrate low volume updates[21]. This has interesting consequences for consistency
management since some parts of the hoard can become \more" consistent than others over a period of
time10.
The reintegration model presented in this paper automatically prioritizes the reintegrating clients in
the order in which they reconnect. For certain applications this may not be desirable. Di erent ways
for providing di erent levels of priorities to di erent clients need to be explored.
 Query Miss: Disconnected operation also brings about the problem of determining whether or not
the query was completely satis ed from the local hoard. If a query performed on the hoard produces
more tuples when performed on the entire database a query miss is said to have occurred. Detection of
query misses is especially important where the logical fragment sizes are much larger than the size of
the hoard. Hence, a general mechanism for detecting query misses is required. Hoarding of meta-data
can be used in detecting query misses (for example, for range queries). Another way of avoiding query
misses is to require that all queries in disconnected mode only refer to the local hoard and not to the
entire fragment or relation.
 Managing Fragments: Introducing logical fragments in the relation also brings about the issue of
managing these fragments. The database designer needs to decide on indexing strategies to realize
logical fragments corresponding to logical hoard keys. If some hoard keys are physical, the database
designer also has an option to use di erent fragment servers to manage the physical fragments. In
particular, each physical fragment might even be on geographically distinct sites. The interaction of
logical hoard keys with physical hoard keys needs to be studied in this case. This is especially crucial
given that we allow hoarding on the granularity of logical fragments which implies that a hoard might
span multiple physical fragments and hence multiple sites.
Strategies for reorganizing relations and for creating logical hoard keys on the y also need to be
evaluated. For example can hoard pro les of the hoard clients be used to determine new access
patterns? If so how can the database automatically respond by creating new hoard keys or new logical
fragments? How often, if at all, should physical fragments be changed to reorganize the relations on
disk?
 Client side issues: Throughout this paper we have focussed on the server side issues of our architecture. The impact of our architecture on clients also needs to be studied. For example, we require that
all the transactions on the client be held pending a global commit. However, this may not be practicable, especially if the client indulges in high volume activity. Thus alternatives need to be designed
to avoid the information escalation problem on hoard clients. One possibility is to use the transaction
logs on the hoard clients to recreate the mobile transactions on the server.
10 Such solutions are interesting even without disconnection since increasing number of users are connecting to information
servers via low bandwidth dial up lines. Since the connection is the bottleneck, it would make sense to perform extensive
prefetchingso that the database can be operatedon locally on the client while the connectionis used for low volume reintegration.
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The only other assumption we have made about the clients is that each hoard client supports a full
edged relational database system. These clients are \fat" in the sense that they have enough resources
to do so. However many of today's mobile clients, such as PDAs, may not have such resources. We call
such clients \thin" clients. There is a need to support such clients. It might be possible to incorporate
these clients by creating a proxy database client on the server for each such client to handle data
conversion and semantics issues. However, the details of this extension need to be worked out.
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